The List of Additional Amendments

I attach to this PhD thesis the list of additional amendments that contains an array of mistakes I failed to recognise during its intensive three-month-long correction period. Therefore, when reading this thesis, I kindly ask you to refer to this list to be reminded of the following additional amendments:

[1 – p. 3 (alteration)]: “…fantasized….” → “…fantasised….”

[2 – p. 5 (additions)]: (1) “…my PhD thesis supervisors – Professor Chris Berry and Professor Janet Harbord….” and (2) “…in the end. Without Park Tae-jung’s help, this thesis could not have been timely printed out and beautifully bound for its final submission to Goldsmiths’s Student Centre. All the interviewees…”

[3 – p. 8 & p. 124 (alteration)]: “Research Urban Public Spaces at Film Festivals” → “Researching Urban Public Spaces at Film Festivals”.

[4 – p. 16 (alteration)]: “…this thesis intend…” → “…this thesis intends…”

[5 – p. 55 (alteration)]: “(Susan Stone, 1998; …)” → “(Stone, 1998; …)”. 

[6 – p. 66 (alteration)]: “…the boulevards of mid-19th century Paris…” → “…the boulevards of the mid-nineteenth-century Paris…”.

[7 – p. 120 (alteration)]: “…Certeauian…” → “…Certeaurian…”.

[8 – p. 139 (alteration)]: “…how much urban public spaces as city centres were designated by film festivals…” → “…how much urban public spaces as city centres designated by film festivals…”.

[9 – p. 140 (alteration)]: “…from the late 19th century onwards…” → “…from the late nineteenth century onwards…”

[10 – p. 147 (alteration)]: “…he state that: …” → “…he states that: …”

[11 – p. 172 (addition & alteration)]: “…recognized the point … “principal east-west and north-south routes in Europe”…” → “…recognized as the point “… “principal east-west and north-south routes in Europe”…”.

[12 – p. 176 (alteration)]: “…since the late 19th century…” → “…since the late nineteenth century…”.

[13 – p. 180 (alteration)]: “…a journalist…” → “…journalist…”.

[14 – p. 263 (alteration)]: “…(15-30 October)…” → “…(October 15-30)…”.


